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INVESTIGATION OF AXIALLY SYMMETRIC FLOW OVER STEPS AT

TRANSONIC SPEEDS WITH COMPARISONS OF ESTIMATED

AND EXPERIMENTAL DRAG RESULTS

By George H. Holdaway and Minor R. Wallace, Jr.

SUMMARY

This investigation was directed primarily toward the problem of pre-
dicting the experimental wave drag for configurations which have discon-
tinuities in area distribution and thus infinite theoretical wave drag. ~
Rings of three different heights were tested at trszmonic speeds on a body,
of revolution to form forward- and rearward-facing steps. The basic body
was a fineness-ratio-12.~ Sears-Haack body. The rings were also tested
with 10° fillets to remove the step in the area distribution. Adding
a 10° fillet rearward of the ring caused almost no reduction in experi-
mental total drag, whereas a 100 fillet forward of the ring caused
reductions up to 60 percent.

As expected, the agreement between the experimental smd computed wave
drags of the ring-body combinations without fillets was very poor. When
fillet areas, to remove the step in the area curves, were assumed for the
computations, the agreement was @roved; however, for the larger rings,
drag differences as large as 200 percent were still obtained,

The total drsg of the ring models was estimated with good accuracy
by simply adding to the experimental basic-body drag a increment computed
from the measumd pressures on the faces of the rings. These face pres-

sures were slso used to study the analogous problem (steps in the area
distribution curve) of ducted bodies operating at reduced mass-flow ratios.
Comparison of estimated results based on the ring-face pressures with
experimental results indicated that reasonable esthates of the total-drag
increases with reduced mass-flaw ratios could be made.

A
plsnes

INTRODUCTION

procedure for the computation of the zero-Mft wave drag of air-
based on the theory of reference 1 has been developed (ref. 2)
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which is practical-ad accurate, provided certain limits of the theory #

are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in reference 3 which also
calls attention to local lift effects which should be considered for
asymmetrical configurations at supersonic speeds. An important lhtlta- ?

tion of the theory, and thus the computing procedure, is that in general
there must be no discontinuity in .my area distribution or the derivative
of the area distribution intercepted on the airplane by sny set of cut-
ting planes; that is, all component parts of the airplane ad the total
airplaae are slender with smooth cross-sectional area distributions. (Dis-
continuities in the derivative of other than the normal area distribution
are admissible in the theory if the discontinuities are integrable, that
is, logarithmicsingularities.) However, it was noted in references 2
and 4 that with slight nonintegrable discontinuities in the derivative
of the area distributions, reasonably accurate wave-drag coefficients were
computed if the harmonic analysis was limited to about 25 terms. The cal-
culated values were for area distributions inherently smoothed by the
harmonic analysis, md it was suggested in reference 2 that small discon-
tinuities might actually be smoothed by the boundary-layer effects. On
the other hand, for confQurations with discontinuities in area distribu-
tion (e.g., produced by an engine duct with a mass-flow ratio other
than 1.0), the computed ‘tsmoothed”area distribution and the wave drag
varied markedJy with the nwber of harmonics used to represent the area
distribution. As brought out in reference 2, this is to be expected
because if an infinite number of harmonics were used to represent the
exact area distribution, an infinite drag would be predicted when there
is a step in the area curve.

13westigations of the flow over two-dimensional steps such as those
reported in references 5, 6, and 7 indicated that a wedge of separated
flow generalityoccurred s.headof the step. In each case it was observed
that the separated flow region was not completely stationary, because
there was some circulation or mixing within the pseudo dead-air region.
However, a possible approach to obtain finite wave-drag computations i.n
reasonable agreement with experimentation would be to assume the “wedge”
to be dead air end sdd its area distribution to that of the existing con-
figuration. This would tend to tie in with the concept that potential
theory for a body would be more exact, relative to experiment, if the
displacement thickness of the boundary layer were added to the body radii.
A study of pressure ratios and schlieren pictures of reference 7 indicated
that for two-dimensional turbulent flow, the wedge angle for a forwsrd-
or rearward-facing step was approximately 10° at a Mach number of 1.3.
This separation angle increased slightly with increasing Mach number to
about 13° and 17° at M = 3.00 for a forward- and rearward-facing step,
respectively. The previously mentioned references on separated flow over
steps did not include Izeansonicdata.

The present investigation was undertaken to gain some insight into
the problem of predicting the experimental wave drag of a configuration
which has a discontinuity in its axea distribution and to provide some

*
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traasonic data for separated flow over steps.
method of reference 2 was used to predict the
tions were limited to 25 harmonics which have

The
wave
been

monly used in previous &plications of the method.
selected for study was a body of revolution with a

3

harmonic-analysiS

drag, and the solu-
adeqpate and most com-
The configuration
ring located near the
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body ?nax&nw dismeter to produce forward- and rearward-facing steps.
Three ring sizes were chosen to provide a variation in the magaitude of
the step discontinuity. In addition, fillets with a slope of 10° were
provided to fair in the forward and/or the rearwsrd edges of the rings for
some of the tests. The smallest ring was selected to simulate roughly a
possible chsnge in area distribution due to a change in mass-flow rati6
for a scoop-type duct shilar to that discussed in reference 2.

SYMBOLS

zero-lift drag coefficient, drag at zero lift

!lFb

eqerimental drag-rise coefficient above subsonic level
at M= 0.90 or theoretical wave-drag coefficient, both
at zero lift

P~-P
Qressure coefficient, —

!!_

step height

projection of resultant force on oblique section

fuselage length

free-stream Mach number

nmnber of terms or harmonics used in the Fourier sine series

body-surface local pressure

free-stresm static pressure

free-stream dynamic pressure

Reynolds number

body radius at maximmu diameter

projection of Ss on plane perpendicular to the x axis

maximum cross-sectional area of basic Sears-Haack body
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Sf face area of ring

s~ area formed by cutting configuration with parallel planes
tangent to the Mach cone

x coordinate d.ong the longitudinal sxis of the body

J‘Wdx eqpival.entareadistributiono ftheobllquef orceterm,
o 2q reference 3

MODELS AND TESTS

The basic body end three rings, each 6 inches in length but of dif-
ferent step heights, are defined by an eqyation snd a geometric sketch
in figure l(a). The rings had step heights corresponding to increases in
maximum body diameter 0$ 11..l,22.2, and 33.3 percent, snd will be referred
to hereafter as rings A, B, and C, respectively. The basic body was a
Sears-Haack body (a minimum-wave-drag body for prescribed volume and
length), and had a closed-body fineness ratio of 12.5 and a Mtim rtiius
of 4.5 inches. The rings were c@milly located near the maximum dismeter
of the My. For some tests, 10° fillets
the area distributions as shown in f@ure
%ehind the rings. A photograph of ring A
the sting in the test section of the Ames
is shown in figure 2.

which eliminated the steps in
l(b) were added shead of and
and the basic body mounted on
l&foot transonic wind tunnel

The Ames lk-foot trausonic wind tunnel is a closed-return t~e with
perforated walls in the test section. Sectional sketches of the high-
speed regions of this trensonic test facility are presented in figure 3.
The flexible walll.sahead of the test section are controlled to produce
the convergent-divergentnozzle reqyired to generate supersmic Mach num-
bers up to 1.20. This tunnel is similar to the smsX1.erAmes 2- by 2-foot
transonic wind tunnel which is described in detail in reference 8. One
exception, however, is that the l&foot tunnel is not of the variable-
density type, but operates at atmospheric pressures. Models are mounted
on a sting and the forces are measured as electrical outputs from a
strain-gage balance located within the model.

The test data included schlieren pictures end force and pressure
measurements tsken at zero angle of attack. The location of the pressure
orifices on the bodies is shown in figure 4. Three radial positions of
pressure orifices were used on the body to provide more accurate pressure
distributions. Note that more complete pressure measurements were tslcen
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.
with ring A than with rings B and C. The Reynolds number per foot for
these tests was abut k,500,000 throughout the test Mach number range

. of 0.80 to 1.2Q as shown in figure 5. The Reynolds number based on the
distance from the body nose to the forward face of the step was sdmost
20,000,000 for the tests. Turbulent flow in the boundary layer was
insured by fixing transition with size 60 grit Carborundum distributed
over the forward inch of the kmdy nose as shown in figure 2.

RESUUIX AND DISCUSSION

The results will be Qresented snd discussed in two sections. The
first part will be concerned with the experimental drag coefficients and
the estimation of the wave drag, and the second psx’twill desl primarily
with the pressure data and a procedure for the estimation of the total
drag. In each case the data are for zero sngle of attack snd zero lift.

Drag Coefficients and the Estimation of Wave Drag

The experimental drag coefficients for the basic body with various.
rings and fillets are presented in figure 6. Figure 6(a) contains the
data for the smallest ring (ring A) smd illustrates the effect of adding

. either the forward 10° fillet, the rearward 10° fillet, or lmth fillets.
An interesting observation that can be made from this figure is that at
transonic speeds the rearward fillet caused almost no reduction in the
drag coefficients, whereas the forward fillet caused a substantial reduc-
tion, approximately eqti to that with both fillets (17 to 40 percent).
Similar results were obtained tith the larger rings; however, for these
models the reductions in drag coefficients due to the forward fillet were
of the order of 20 to 60 percent (figs. 6(a) snd 6(b)). The rearward
fillets were partislly effective in reducing the drag coefficients at
the lowest snd highest test speeds.

Because of the decrease in drag coefficient with increase in Mach
number from 0.80 to 0.90 for the body with ring C and the slight drag-
coefficient differences between the two Mach numbers for the other two
rings, M = 0.$)0was selected as the reference for computing the drag-rise
coefficients for the ring-body models without fillets. Further, the tur-
bulent friction-drag coefficient variation with Mach nmber is slight for
these tests (0.002, based on the charts of ref. 9) and was therefore neg-
lected. For these two conditions, the experimental drag-rise coefficients
shown in figure 7 for the ring-body mdels are considered as representing.
the theoretical wave-drag coefficients. It is obvious that the computed
results greatly overestimate the experimental drag-rise coefficients
except for the smallest step. For these calculations the wave-drag coef-.
ficients were computed from area curves for Sears-Haack tidies to closure
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and were corrected by subtracting the estimated contribution of the cut-
off portion (A~o = 0.0118 based on a theoretical pressure distribution
for M = 1.20)● The flagged symbols indicate the computed wave-drag
coefficients for the rings with two assumed 10° dead-air fillets.

As mentioned previously, the 10° fillets were assumed in order to
simulate the boundary of the retarded air shead of and behind the rings,
and thus obtain a configuration which would have finite theoretical wave
drag. As shown in figure 7, the computed results for ring A were only
slightly affected by the addition of assumed fillets to the area curves
analyzed. For rings B snd C the magnitude and trends of the experimental
data at supersonic speeds were more nearly predicted by the siktiti.onof
the assumed fillets; however, the results indicate that the assumption of
the 10° fillets to represent the boundary of the retarded-flow regions
about the ring-body models without fillets is generally a poor one at
trsnsonic speeds. The schlieren pictures also indicate that the assump-
tion of the 10° angle does not in general.represent the boundary of the
air flow about the rings without fillets. Nevertheless, some insight as
to the boundary of the flow at transonic speeds over steps i.sprovided by
the representative schlieren pictures presented in figure 8 for ring C
with and without fillets. Similar schlieren results were obtained for
rings A, B, and C, but the separation was more easily seen for the Larger
ring C. It is evident from figure 8 that the mixing region rearward of
the ring at the higher subsonic speeds extends almost straight back from

.

approximately the top of the resrward-facing step whether there is a
fillet or not. This mixing region at the rear of the rings was only
slightly thinned at M . 1.00 snd thus at this Mach number & more logical

.

approximate representation of the flow over the rearward-facing step would
be a constsnt area distribution for the rear half of the body equal to
the msximm frontal area of the ring and body. This assumption is approx-
i&te but more exact measurements from the schlieren pictures did not seem
to be justified due to the evident mixing of the air. Based on the assump-
tion of a 10° forward fillet and a constant area for the rem half of the
tidy the revised wave-drag coefficients for M . 1.00 were as follows:

Computed
Ring Experiment

10° fillets Revised

A 0.2107 0.0847 0.1329
B o.‘5919 0.2268 0.2573
c 0.8177 0.34* 0.3671

It is evident that the revised computations agree much better with exper-
iment, particularly for rings B smd C. Such agreement is fortuitous
because it is well ?mown that the theory does not ap-@y at M = 1.00 and
therefore agreement with experiment is not to be expected; however, these
comparisons are intended to indicate that equivalent fairing of

.

.
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. discontinuities by viscous effects may account for some of the fortuitous
agreement between predicted sad experimental drag coefficients for config-
urations with discontinuities in area distribution. As the Mach nwnber

. increases above 1.00 the mixing regions apprently approach the assumed
fillet shapes, as indicated (more clearly for the rearward-facing step)
in figure 8. The bottom picture in figure 8(c) indicates that at M = 1.20
the boundary of the air flow shead of the forward-facing step is similar
to that anticipated on the basis of prior two-dimensional results. The
air flow at M = 1.20 seems to be attached to the resrward fillet and
separated in front of the step, with the boundary of the retarded-air
fillet extending from the forward shock wave to the top of the step with
a form a~proximattig the resmward fillet. Thus, at M . 1.20 the assmp-
tion of 10° fillets appears at first to be a reasonable approximation to
the boundary of the retarded-air region. However, a nmre detailed study
reveals that this is not the case. Some mixing of the air within the
retarded-air region appears to be Mkel.y from the schlieren pictures, and
the total drag data of figure 6 shows a marked chsnge in drag of the
ring-bodymodel as a result of adding the forward fillet.

Even though the prior discussion indicates the inadequacy of the
assmned 10° fillets in representing the boundary of the flow about the
ring-body models without fillets, it is interesting to note that some
similarity does exist between the experimental drag-rise coefficients of

. the models with and tithout fillets. This is illustrated in figure 9
which presents the experimental drag-rise coefficients above M = Q.gO.
On the basis of these data alone one might have concluded that the

.
assumption of 10° fillets was a reasonable one.

Considering again the computed wave-drag coefficients for the ringed
bodies, it is of interest to note the actual shapes represented by the
computations limited to 25 harmonics. Figures 10(a), 10(b), and 1O(C)
present such shayes which are identified in the figures as check solutions.
It is qyite evident, particularly at M = 1.00 (fig. 10(a)), that the
solutions are for wawy bodies which tend to fair the steps in the area
curves due to the rings but fit the original area curves very poorly.
The best representations are for ring A and the higher Mach nmbers where
the computations tended to approach the experimental values. The waviness
which extends over the entire length of the bodies partially accounts for
the extreme wave-drag coefficients computed for rings B and C (presented
earlier in fig. 7) and is not characteristic of the viscous effects. It
should be noted that a sizable difference between computations and exper-
imental data continued to exist after the waviness was reduced by the
addition of assmed fillets.

The effect of adding fillets was beneficial in improving the agree-
. ment between the given area curves and the check solutions as shown by the

solutions for M . 1.20 presented in figure 11. With the agreement shown
in figure U., one would expect very slight differences between computed.
and measured drag-rise coefficients for the model with Wth fillets. This
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was not the case for the larger ring models for experimental drag-rise
coefficients above M = O.gO as may be seer--fromthe following table for
the ring models with forward snd rearward fillets (M . 1.20).

Computed wave- Experimental drag-
Rin rise coefficientsg drag coefficients.&ove ~

= 0.9 Above M .0.8

A 0.1602 0.1655 0 ● 1751
B 0.3865 0.2499-”” 0.3105
c 0,5380 0.2845 0.4412

The data of figures 6 snd 8(b) clearly indicate for the ring-body models
with fillets that if M = 0.8 is used as the subsonic drag level amme
accurate appraisal of the drag-rise coefficients could be made. As shown
in the preceding table, for this reference Mach number, the agreanent

—

between computed and experimental drag-rise coefficients is more nearly
of the order to be expected from sn examination of the given area curves
and check solutions shown in figure 11.

The computed wave-drag coefficients so fsr discussed neglected the
oblique forces considered in the more complete wave-drag equation pre-
sented in reference 3 (i.e., 13L(x)/2q). Neglecting the oblique force or
“lift” term at Mach number 1.00 is fully justified (~ = O); however, at
supersonic speeds this factor is zero only for symmetrical, smooth, high-
fineness-ratio bodies. A plot of the magnitude of the ‘tlift”term for
ring A at M . 1.20 in terms of equivalent area distribution Is shown in
figure 12. For the combined area-distribution curve of figure 12 cor-
rected for the cut-off body the computed drag coefficient is 0.1.880.
Since this value for the smallest ring is greater than the previous com-
putation (which was in turn greater than the experimental results), it is
evident that the failure to get agreement with experimentation for all the
rings is not due to ignoring the pressure term. The oblique forces were
computed from pressure measurements which will be discussed next.

Pressure Coefficients and the Estimation of TotaJ.Drag

An exsmple of the experimental pressure-coefficient distributions
for three rsd.ial.positions for each ring model is shown in figure 13
for M= 1.00. The pressure coefficients for the baste body without a
ring are shown by the dashed curve and were obtained from reference 10.
From data similar to figure 13 it was evident for ring A that the
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.

peak-pressure coefficients, as
defined b the accompanying sketch, II

were not measured by the pressure -
orifices in the original model, par- M[nimum

titularly at the rear of the step;

‘(

/-Pmok

therefore, additional ~ressure orl-

.1

1]
fices were added to this model as
discussed previously in connection ~
with figure 4. These additional

=-%
data points sre shown h figure 14 ~

,CI

which also presents the faired data ~ -x

curves for each ring model at :

various Mach nmbers. The ~eak s
pressures for ring C were measured,
but generally those for ring B were
only approximated.

Moxlmu m

It is of interest to note that +
the pressures near the forward face
of the rings are more positive then the pressures at the rear of the rings
are negative, even though the negative pressures of the basic body tend
to make the pressures near the rear of the step numerically greater. This
indicates that the lsrgest contribution to the drag of the ring-body
models comes from the forward-facing step end this fact partislly explains
the greater reduction in drag obtained with the forward fillet in compari-
son with the rearward fillet; although, the ma~or portion of the drag
reduction is probably due to the change in pressures resulting from the
addition of the forward fillet.

Peek-pressure coefficients for the forward-facing steps have bees
plotted in figure 15 along with the two-dimensional supersonic results
of reference 7; the coefficients have been converted to a notation similar
to that used in reference 7. The data of reference 7 indicate that the
pressure coefficients for the separation point tend to merge at the lower
supersonic speeds with the peak-pressure coefficients and the trend of
this two-dimensional data merges @th the trend of the sxislly synunetric
three-dimensional data of this repofi. It is also of interest to note
that there is a consistent increase in this peak-pressure coefficient
with increase in the height of the step at each Mach number with greater
increases occurring at the higher Mach numbers.

Realizing that the pressures on the flat top of the rings would not
contribute to the drag of the models and that the pressures on the
slightly curving body near the rings would contribute very little to the
drag, it was concluded that the pressures on the forward and rearward
faces of the steps would be the primary variables affecting the total
drag of the models. Figure 16 contains faired curves of the pressure-
coefficient variation with Mach number for the forwsrd snd rearward faces
of ring A, md approximate face pressure coefficients for rings B ad C
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obtained from
Rings A and B
the pressures
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yressure orifices located on the body nesr the ring faces.
have almost identical p?essures at their forward face end
at their rearward face follow consistent and similar trends

whic& should be representative of rings of similsr or smaller sizes simi-
larly mounted in pressure fields of almost zero gradient. The variation
with Mach number of the face pressures for ring C is roughly similar to
that of the other rings, but the pressures on the forward face are larger
and the pressures on the rearward face are more erratic. The dip in the
pressure coefficients for the rearward face of all the rings at subsonic
speeds is probably due to a shock wave moving aft of the step as tidicated
at M= 0.9 in figure 8(a). This is undoubtedly the source of the dip
in the drag coefficient of ring model C at this subsonic Mach number
(fig, 6(b), ring alone data).

The pressure coefficients of figure 16 were used to compute the total
drag of the models with the rings. This was done by simply adding to the
experimental drag coefficients of the Sears-Haack body, obtained from
reference 10, an increment equal to the difference in the forwati- ad
rearward-face pressure coefficients multiplied by the ratio of the face
area of the rings to the maximum cross-sectionsl area of the basic
Sears-Haack body, that is,

.

The results of such approximate calculations are shown in figure 17 to be f

in agreement with the experimental results within about 10 percent or less.
These empirical.estimates could not have been made prior to this investi-
gation because of the lack of trsnsonic data. Thus, although reasonable
estimates at trsnsonic speeds of the wave drag of rings B end C could not
generally be made by harmonic snalysis, fairly good estimates were made
from the face pressures. If the body near the steps had a large smount
of curvature in the stresmwise direction, the entire pressure distribution
in the,region of the steps would have to be considered, smd should have
been considered in this case had greater accuracy been desired.

The pressure data from these tests of bodies with rings were used to
study the analogous ~roblem (steps in the area-distribution curve) of
ducted bodies operating at various reduced mass-flow ratios. Estimates
of the increase in zero-lift drag coefficients with reduced mass-flow
ratio are illustrated in figure 18 for two experimental investigations
of scoop-typ ducts reported in references 2 smd 11. The forward- and
rearward-face pressures for ring A were used to compute the estdmated
change in total drag with changes in mass-flow ratio in the ssme manner
as for the preceding estimates of totsl drag for the ring models. The .

face pressures of ring A were used because the equivalent area steys due
to chcmge in mass-flow ratios (in percentage of the max5mum cross-sectional
area of the bodies) were less then that of ring A, The possible slight

.

--ammm!m
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variation of drag inside the ducts with the differences in mass-flow
ratios was neglected.. The agreement between the experimental ad esti-
mated results is fair and is best at su%sonic and supersonic Mach numbers.

zero

SUMMARY OF RESUIE!

The primary results of this trsasonic investigation of bodies at
lift with forward- md rearward-facing steps formed by a ring around

the centrsl region of the tidy may be summarized as follows:

1. Adding a 10° fillet at the rear of the ring caused
almnst no reduction in totsl drag, whereas a 10° fillet forward
of the ring caused reductions up to 60 percent.

2. The experimental drag-rise coefficients of the models
with rings were altered by the addition of fillets to a much
lesser degree than were the total-drag coefficients.

3* The assumption of fillet areas to remove the steps in
the area curves generslly @roved the comparison between exper-
tiental and computed wave drags for the rx-body combinations;
although, even with this assumption, the computed values for
the larger rings were at-cut200 percent greater than the exper-
imental values.

4. Schlieren pictures indicated that the boumdary of
the separated region nesr the steps resembled 10° fillets
at M . 1.20, but at Mach nunbers near 1.00 the “separated!’
mixing region extended .aJmoststraight back from the rear-
ward edge of the ring.

5. Adding the ob~que-force termto the wave-drag
anslysis of the area curve for M = 1.20 for the m~el with
the smallest ring reazlted in poorer agreement of computed
wave-drag coefficients with experhwrkl. drag-rise coeffi-
cients.

6. The total drag of the ring models was calculated with
good accuracy by sh@y adding to the experimental basic-body
drag sn increment computed from the measured pressures on the
step faces of the rings.

r- #=-
.
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7. A fair estimate of the increase in drag with decrease
in mass-flow ratio for two ducted configurations was obtained
by utiliz~ the face pressures measured on the ring models.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif., May 24, 1957
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